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Compact Degradation Sensors for Monitoring
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Abstract—We designed two compact in situ NBTI and oxide
degradation sensors with digital outputs in 130 nm CMOS. The
308 m NBTI sensor and the 150 m oxide degradation sensor
provide digital frequency outputs and are compatible with a
cell-based design methodology without requiring analog supplies.
The sensors enable high-volume data collection and monitoring
of degradation mechanisms to guide dynamic control schemes
and warn of impending device failure. Large scale data-collection
permits improved modeling and the potential for insight into
the underlying reliability mechanisms. The oxide degradation
sensor monitors the change in gate leakage under stress conditions
and is the first proposed of its kind. The NBTI sensor is 110
smaller than previous work and is designed to compensate for
temperature variations during measurement. A maximum error
of 2.2% is observed for the NBTI sensor under process, voltage,
and temperature variations. It provides measurement with

accuracy of 1.23 mV from 40 C–110 C.

Index Terms—CMOS, negative bias temperature instability
(NBTI), oxide breakdown, reliability, sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

S EMICONDUCTOR reliability is a growing issue as de-
vice-critical dimensions shrink and transistor integration

continues to roughly double every 24 months. Aggressive
oxide thickness scaling has led to large vertical electric fields in
MOSFET devices in which oxide breakdown is a critical issue.
These high fields also lead to significant threshold voltage
shift over time due to the negative bias temperature instability
(NBTI) effect, creating additional uncertainty in device be-
havior. In the presence of these degradation mechanisms, it
is increasingly difficult to ensure the reliability of ICs over
their lifetimes. Since the sensitivity of device lifetime to oper-
ating conditions has increased, dynamic control schemes that
modulate the voltage, sleep state, and workload of processing
elements and circuitry in large systems [1], [2] have been pro-
posed. Dynamic control further complicates a priori reliability
qualification and makes a case for on-chip structures to be used
for real-time estimation of device and circuit degradation [3],
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[4]. Since the degradation is a statistical process, hundreds or
even thousands of sensors are required to estimate bounds on
overall chip performance degradation [5]. Hence it is essential
that the sensors are small with low power consumption.
This paper introduces two new compact structures to quantify

the change in performance of devices undergoing NBTI and de-
fect-induced oxide breakdown [6]. The small size of the sensors
makes them amenable to use in a standard cell design with min-
imal area and power overhead. Compact sensors can be imple-
mented in large numbers to collect high-volume data on device
degradation. For instance, based on results from the test chip in
this work we observe the effect of initial threshold voltage on
the shift due to NBTI and the correlation between amount
of shift and the amount of recovery, among other effects.
The proposed oxide degradation sensor likewise yields statis-
tical data concerning initial and post-degradation gate leakage
that can be useful in device modeling and circuit design.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

describes the NBTI degradation mechanism and previous work
aimed at NBTI characterization. Section III provides the same
background for gate oxide breakdown. Section IV explains the
design and circuit operation of the NBTI sensor and discusses
the experimental results from the test chip. Section V contains
similar details for the proposed oxide breakdown sensor. Fi-
nally, Section VI summarizes the work.

II. NEGATIVE BIAS TEMPERATURE INSTABILITY

A. Degradation Mechanism

NBTI results in an increased absolute threshold voltage of
p-channel MOSFETs, and hence a degradation in drain current
and performance. Although NBTI is not a new phenomenon, it
has recently become a major reliability issue due to high gate
electric fields resulting from scaling, high operating tempera-
tures due to large power consumption on-chip, and the addition
of nitrogen to thermally grown (since hydrogen diffusion
is enhanced in nitride-oxides) [7]. Most research on NBTI at-
tributes the threshold shift to two mechanisms. The first mech-
anism involves interface traps and oxide charge formation due
to negative gate bias at elevated temperatures [see Fig. 1(a)].
The mechanism involves breaking of Si-H bonds at the
interface by a combination of electric field, temperature, and
holes. It results in dangling bonds or interface traps at that in-
terface and positive oxide charge that may be due to [8].
The threshold voltage shift due to this mechanism is permanent
and cannot be recovered upon removal of stress. The second
mechanism involves hole-trapping due to electric field in the

1063-8210/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) NBTI degradation mechanism. Interface traps are created by
breaking Si-H bonds due to negative gate voltage stress. Positively charged
interface traps contribute to threshold voltage shift. Hole-trapping also con-
tributes to shift. (b) Oxide degradation mechanism. Electrons flowing
through the oxide generate defects which increase the local electric field in the
oxide, causing more electrons to tunnel through that region and generating new
defects. This positive feedback eventually causes the defects to reach a critical
density, leading to destructive breakdown.

gate-oxide. Upon removal of the negative stress there is an im-
mediate partial recovery from the threshold shift that occurred
during stress. It is due to hole-detrapping in the gate-oxide [8].
NBTI poses a serious threat to chip reliability since signifi-

cant can lead to marginal circuit operation (e.g., timing
failures in digital logic or bias point drift in analog circuitry)
[9], [10]. Additionally, NBTI degradation in pMOS devices has
been shown to cause a reduction in the static noise margin of
SRAM cells, leading to read-induced cell stability issues [11].
NBTI recovery adds to the complexity of measuring NBTI

effects. If the measurement interrupts the stress state of the de-
vice, the measurement time needs to be sufficiently small (on
the order of ms) to avoid masking the actual shift by inad-
vertent recovery [12]. This poses the biggest challenge to any
experiment seeking to characterize NBTI. The recovery effect
also makes it difficult to assess the lifetime of a device under-
going NBTI since the behavior of a device under stress changes
once it has been subjected to recovery.

B. Previous Measurement Techniques

The aim of most previous work in NBTI measurement
has been in the direction of characterizing NBTI. In the past,
researchers have used invasive probing methods that require di-
rect access to the device-under-test (DUT) to monitor currents.
One large class of work [13]–[19] employs a direct current
probing approach. Ring oscillator based structures have been
proposed in [4], [20], and [21]. All these structures consist of
a pair of ring oscillators, one of which experiences accelerated
stress. The structure proposed in [4] and [20] measures the

beat frequency (i.e., difference of the two oscillator frequen-
cies) which is attributed to the shift due to NBTI. These
structures produce a digital output which makes it easier to
collect and process it. The structure proposed in [21] requires a
controllable external analog bias to map the change in beat fre-
quency to shift. In [3] this analog bias is generated on-chip
using a delay-locked loop and the ring oscillators is replaced
with a voltage controlled delay line. The analog output makes
it harder to collect the data from these two approaches [3],
[21]. All of these four proposed structures [3], [4], [20], [21]
require a large number of delay stages to get high sensitivity to

change and hence are costly in terms of area and not ideal
for use in large numbers like hundreds or thousands as on-chip
sensors.

III. GATE OXIDE BREAKDOWN

A. Degradation Mechanism

When a voltage is applied across the gate oxide of a
MOSFET, current flows through it if the gate voltage is high
enough or if the oxide is thin enough. Fowler-Nordheim tun-
neling controls the current for thick oxides [22], [23], while
for thin oxides nm at voltages less than roughly 3 V
(corresponding to the barrier height between n-type silicon and

) the quantum-mechanical tunneling causes the current
flow. Electrons flowing through the oxide generate defects at
a rate depending on their energy [see Fig. 1(b)]. These defects
increase the local electric field in the oxide, causing more
electrons to tunnel through that region and generating new
defects. This positive feedback eventually causes the defects to
reach a critical density, leading to destructive breakdown [24]
where the oxide ceases to behave as an insulator.

B. Previous Measurement Techniques

As in the case of NBTI, all previous oxide breakdown mea-
surement techniques have been invasive, requiring direct ac-
cess to DUTs and peripheral circuitry. Uraoka [25] evaluates
gate oxide reliability using a luminescence method. The set-up
requires an optical microscope, photon counting camera, and
image processor. [26] and [27] propose statistical methods to
monitor the yield of gate oxide layers in a manufacturing pro-
duction line. This technique can be useful in statistically binning
the oxide reliability of ICs at manufacturing time but cannot dy-
namically monitor chip reliability throughout its lifetime.
Gate oxide reliability for high voltage analog power transis-

tors is addressed in [28]. A power amplifier (PA) is designed
with an oxide reliability monitor for the output stage. The mon-
itoring circuit uses the elements already present in the PA, such
as resistors and a pre-driver stage, to measure the conductance
of output stage transistors. Extending this approach to digital
circuits would result in large silicon area and power overheads
due to analog components. Also, the output of the monitor is
an analog voltage, increasing testing costs. Reference [29] pro-
poses an array-based test structure to statistically characterize
gate oxide breakdown. The area for 1024 oxide-arrays along
with analog and digital blocks is approximately 0.7 mm . Such
structures can be used to dynamically monitor oxide degrada-
tion if its area overhead can be reduced.
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Fig. 2. Circuit schematic and layout for the proposed NBTI sensor and the block diagram for a bank of sensors on the test chip. The sensor operates in i) Mea-
surement mode or ii) Stress/Recovery mode. In i) P1/P0 are biased by EXTBIAS or INTBIAS , while in ii) P1 is biased with VSTRESS or VDD
(recovery mode) and P0 is biased with VDD.

IV. NBTI SENSOR

A. Circuit Design Principles

Fig. 2 shows the full schematic of the proposed NBTI sensor,
its layout, and the placement scheme for sensors on the test chip.
The NBTI measurement technique relies on a pMOS device
(P1) to starve the current supplied to a 15-stage NAND gate ring
oscillator. There are three modes of operation for this sensor:
stress mode, measurement mode, and recovery mode. In the
stress mode, P1 is stressed with negative bias by grounding the
input. The change in oscillation frequency during the lifetime
of the sensor quantifies the change in of P1. In the mea-
surement mode, P1 is biased in subthreshold to exponentially
sensitize the oscillation frequency to . Experimental re-
sults show that biasing P1 in subthreshold leads to a 53% change
in oscillator frequency for 10% . During recovery
mode, the gate of P1 is tied to VDD to allow NBTI recovery.
Subthreshold current is highly sensitive to temperature; there-

fore, we implemented a control pMOS header P0 to correct for
temperature variation. Any change in the P0-starved oscillation
frequency gives a measure of this variation. A mathematical
model, explained in Section IV-B, maps and tempera-
ture to oscillation frequency. The estimated temperature and the
P1-starved oscillation frequency are used to quantify the
of P1 after stress.
The additional circuitry consists of an internal bias generator

(for measurement mode), four multiplexers (to switch between

different modes of operation), and a level converter (at the oscil-
lator output). Multiplexers selectively put: 1) P1 in stress or re-
covery mode (which allows the application of AC stress on P1),
while P0 is always in the unstressed mode; 2) enable switching
from stress/recovery mode to measurement mode; 3) select be-
tween the internal bias generator and external bias (from pads);
and 4) select either P0 or P1 to starve the oscillator. Since the
oscillator is strongly current starved, the oscillation amplitude
is small. Thus a level converter is used to restore the amplitude
of oscillations. The sensors are arranged in an array and form
a bank. The bank also includes one 20-bit counter and three
subsequent serially connected 20-bit storage units. The counter
and three storage units together allow four quick measurements
when a stress cycle is interrupted to conduct measurements, and
allow quantifying the fast recovery process. In total, a die con-
tains 96 NBTI sensors.

B. Oscillator Modeling

The oscillation frequency of the NBTI sensor oscillator can
be approximately formulated as

(1)

where is a fitting constant, is the capacitance at the output
node of each NAND stage of the oscillator, is the ampli-
tude of oscillations, and is the average current through the
DUT. Simulations show that the peak charging current, ,
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for a single NAND stage of the ring oscillator is roughly equal
to . This helps to arrive at an expression for . Since
P0 is strongly starved so that the ring oscillator operates in sub-
threshold, and are governed by the subthreshold
current equation

(2)

Here is a constant that is dependent on device parameters ,
, , and .
Using (2) for the and (3), shown at the the bottom of

the page, where is the bias voltage at the gate of the DUT.
Since is 0 for the DUT (Body and Source are at Vdd), the

term can be dropped. Also, with ( varies
from 0.7 to .9 V for DUT, 35 mV at 100 C) the last term

can be dropped. Hence

Similarly the equation for the current sinking into oscillator can
be framed. Again for the oscillator-transistors is 0 so the

term can be dropped. ( varies from 0.5 to
0.3 V for ring oscillator transistors, 35 mV at 100 C) the
last term can be dropped. After making these
simplifications following equation can be written:

(4)

where refers to the effective of the devices in the
ring oscillator.
Based on the previous argument

(5)

Using (3)–(5), the expression for becomes

(6)

where

Fig. 3. (a) Discrete experimentally measured frequency and frequency given
by calibrated model versus emulated at several temperatures. The model
fits the experimental data to minimize the actual and by
sensor. (b) Overview of the calibration methodology.

Next we model the threshold voltage as a function of tempera-
ture. can be modeled as

(7)

where is the threshold voltage at . The value for
and the corresponding , are taken from SPICE device

models. Equation (1), (4), (6), and (7) form a system of equa-
tions to give (8), as shown at the bottom of the page. Here
is taken from SPICE models, is the threshold voltage
of the DUT, is the temperature, and are
fitting parameters.

C. Calibration and Measurement Strategy

Themathematical model developed in the last sectionmust be
calibrated, i.e., the fitting parameters need to be calculated. The

(3)

(8)
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Fig. 4. (a) Effect of measurement time on recovery. (b) Comparison of
sensor output with internal and external bias. Internal bias incurs a maximum
error of 2.2% over the external bias for the shown sample.

calibration steps are shown in the table of Fig. 3(b). The temper-
ature and gate bias of the DUT are swept, and frequency is mea-
sured. The effect of sweeping gate bias is equivalent to varying
threshold voltage. This data is used to curve-fit the model given
by (8). Results of the curve fitting at different temperatures are
also shown in Fig. 3(a). The values of the fitting parameters
will differ across DUTs due to process variation. Using a par-
ticular fixed set of parameters for all DUTs leads to error in the
computation of temperature and . This error varies with
the calibration methodology employed. This work investigates
three different methodologies and examines the resulting error
in each case: 1) individual; 2) die; and 3) lot calibration. Using
individual calibration, the fitting parameters are calculated sep-
arately for each DUT. This gives the minimum error in temper-
ature and but at the cost of greatly increased test time and
post-test computational requirements. Die calibration involves
calibrating the model for only one DUT on each die and then
using these derived parameters to model all other DUTs on the
chip. With small intra-die variations, this method delivers very

Fig. 5. Verification of NBTI measurements: for P1 is swept before stress
and after stress under constant conditions of and ; the horizontal shift in
the two profiles is equal to . The pre-stress profile shifted horizon-
tally by overlaps very well with the post-stress profile.

Fig. 6. (a) Computation of using individual calibration (IC), die calibra-
tion (DC), and lot calibration (LC) for 46 sensors on a typical die. Themaximum
error incurred by lot calibration 6%, which makes it quite reliable to use and
simplifies the calibration procedure drastically. (b) Temperature sensitivity of
different calibration methods. Individual Calibration varies the least across the
temperature range, followed by Die Calibration and then Lot Calibration.

reasonable accuracy with a significant reduction in test/calibra-
tion time. With lot calibration, just one DUT is examined for the
entire wafer lot and fitting parameters from that device are used
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Fig. 7. (a) NBTI measurement for 15 cycles of periodic stress and recovery
mode. (b) NBTI measured from the sensor under various stress conditions.

for other DUTs within that lot. Experiments were performed to
quantify the incurred error when different calibration method-
ologies are adopted; the results are discussed in the following
section.

D. Experimental Results

The test chip, fabricated in 1.2 V/3.3 V 130-nm CMOS
technology, contains 96 NBTI sensors arranged in six banks.
Each bank contains 16 NBTI sensors, which are individually
addressable for measurement using a 20-bit counter. The
threshold voltage in this technology has a nominal value of
355/-325 mV for nMOS and pMOS devices, respectively.
The area of each NBTI sensor is 308 m with a stress mode

power consumption of 4.5 nW and a measurement power of 500
nW. A measurement time of 100 s is achieved for results pre-
sented in this work. The three serially connected 20-bit storage
registers were used to perform four quick measurements
at the interval of 100 s, to see the effect of the measurement
time on amount of recovery induced by measurements. The re-
sults shown in Fig. 4(a) indicate that the measurement period of
100 s induces minimal recovery. Further, the measurement
time can be vastly improved by using a high-speed clock for the
counter and using the sensor output as an enable signal for the
counter. This high speed clock can be as slow as 500 MHz to

Fig. 8. (a) Correlation between amount of post-stress and the amount of
recovery. (b) Distribution of post recovery.

give a high counter count. This clock can be easily tapped off the
system clock with miniscule area and power overhead over the
system’s area and power consumption. An internal bias gener-
ator is included in the design that incurs a maximum of 2.2%
error in measurement relative to the external bias [see
Fig. 4(b)]. The external bias is used for the results presented
here. Fig. 5 shows results from an experiment to verify that the
proposed method of NBTI estimation measures the actual
shift in of the device P1.
In this experiment, the gate voltage of the DUT is swept,

showing time-period versus (Curve A). The DUT is then
stressed for some time and then allowed to recover. After the
recovery saturates, the gate voltage of the DUT is again swept
to obtain Curve B. The horizontal shift between the two curves
gives the residual . Then the sensor is used to find

based on oscillation frequency. The sensor pre-
dicts accurately with a error of 1.23 mV. Thirteen dif-
ferent points on Curves A and B are used to compute the mean
and standard deviation for .
We also measured the error introduced by using die or lot

calibration methodologies. Here the error is computed and
normalized with respect to individual calibration. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), 1.95% and
1.28% for die calibration and 2.11% and
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Fig. 9. Intra-die and global variation for 15 dies.

TABLE I
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF FOR 15 DIES

1.5% for lot calibration. The confidence in-
terval analysis shows that the margin of error in estimation
of mean for die calibration is 0.31% and for lot calibration is
0.36% with confidence level of 90%.
These small errors imply that die and lot calibration provide

a good tradeoff between accuracy and calibration/testing effort.
This has enormous implications on the usability of these sensors
in actual chips. For a particular process-technology the sensor
can be extensively calibrated and that calibration can be used
for the sensors deployed on chips in that process-technology. In
that view the sensors would not need an external bias (primarily
required for calibration process) which will reduce the routing
overhead of this signal all over the chip. This study was ex-
tended to test for temperature correction [see Fig. 6(b)] andmea-
surements were taken for a wide range of temperatures (10 C to
110 C). The estimates derived from the individual calibration
methodology vary the least across the range,
followed by die calibration and then lot calibra-
tion . Fig. 7(a) shows the characteristic saw-tooth
curve generated by alternately stressing and then removing the

Fig. 10. (a) Distribution of NBTI-induced Vth shift across DUTs from 11 dies.
HVT devices show higher degradation. (b) The mean shift of HVT devices
is larger across dies. The respective of devices are 530 mV (HVT) and
240 mV (LVT).

Fig. 11. Distribution of amount of recovery for DUTs recovering under dif-
ferent gate source/drain electric field conditions. Application of a positive field
increases the amount of recovery in a given time.

stress with 1.7 V and 130 C. The jitter in oscil-
lations of the sensor due to power supply and bias voltage noise
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Fig. 12. Circuit schematic and layout for the proposed oxide degradation sensor. Gate leakage through pMOS devices between N1/N3 and N2 controls the sensor
oscillation frequency. High voltage is applied at N3 and ground to N1 during the stress mode of operation.

results in noise in the estimate. Fig. 7(b) also shows the
NBTI degradation for different stress conditions.
The statistical nature of NBTI degradation is one aspect that

has been largely overlooked in the literature. To investigate the
probabilistic nature of NBTI, we collected stress/recovery data
for 705 sensors across 15 dies with 3 V and
120 C [see Fig. 8(a)]. A measurement time of 100 s is used.
We observed a strong positive correlation (correlation coeffi-
cient = 0.78) between the amount of during stress and the
amount of recovery. Fig. 8(b) shows the distribution of
post recovery. This shows that the devices suffering more NBTI
degradation also recover more significantly if given sufficient
recovery time. This finding can be used to dynamically mitigate
the severity of NBTI by allocating sufficient recovery time for
the blocks suffering higher threshold shifts.
Fig. 9 shows intra-die distribution of across 15 dies

after NBTI stress and the global distribution. The intra-die vari-
ation of across the dies is fairly consistent. The mean
value of four dies (die 7, 9, 10, 15) is off from the cluster of
mean cluster of other dies. The intra-die variation is much
more pronounced as compared to inter-die variation. Due to this
the global distribution looks very much similar to the intra-die
distribution. Table I shows the mean and standard deviation of

for each die and the global distribution. The statistical
data shows that the impact of NBTI on circuit performance is
more complex than previously considered. These findings also
make the traditional reliability solution, like delay margining,
more pessimistic and corroborate the case for dynamic relia-
bility monitoring using NBTI sensors.
The test chip also allowed the investigation of DUTs with two

different (high and low) threshold voltages to examine differ-

ences in their NBTI characteristics. Fig. 10(a) and (b) show that
high- DUTs exhibit larger NBTI degradation overall. A pos-
sible explanation could be based on the NBTI model proposed
by Tsetseris et al. [30]. According to this model the following
chemical reaction occurs at the interface under stress
conditions:

Here is a hydrogen-terminated interface trap and
an interface trap with the dot representing a dangling

bond. The hydrogen is believed to originate from the phos-
phorus-hydrogen bonds in the n-type Si substrate. The P-H
bonds dissociate and the hydrogen attracts a hole as it moves
to the interface, becoming , then reacts with the
from the SiH bond to form . The net result is a positively

charged Si dangling bond (or trapping center) that contributes
to the shift. Since the phosphorus doping is larger for high

devices, there is a higher concentration of available for
the reaction, resulting in more traps and a consequently greater

shift. Another possible explanation could be that due to
higher doping there are more Si atoms in the lattice which
are not at the Si lattice centers. These dangling Si bonds are
passivated by hydrogen. Since there are more number of SiH
bonds which could be broken during NBTI stress, it would lead
to higher shift.
We also investigated the impact of electric field on recovery

by designing DUTs to recover in three different conditions of
gate bias: 1) zero gate-source/drain bias; 2) positive gate-source/
drain bias; and 3) positive gate-drain bias with zero gate-source
bias.
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Fig. 11 shows a significant difference in the mean of
zero and positive bias conditions, indicating that the recovery
rate is enhanced in the presence of positive electric field. As ex-
plained in Section II, positive holes trapped in oxide defects also
contribute to the threshold shift during negative stress. These
charged species are neutralized when the negative stress is re-
moved, which contributes to threshold voltage recovery. When
a positive bias is applied at the gate, more of these trapped holes
are neutralized, resulting in larger recovery.

V. OXIDE DEGRADATION SENSOR

A. Circuit Design Principles

The proposed oxide degradation sensor consists of a pair
of pMOS (M1, M2) devices connected with a small Schmitt
trigger-based ring oscillator and a differential pair to drive the
gate oxide with a high voltage when stressed (see Fig. 12). The
frequency of oscillation is set by the gate leakage through the
pMOS devices and the size of the capacitor at the node driven
by gate leakage, N2. During measurement, the STRESS signal
is driven low to short the drain-source-bulk nodes of both
pMOS devices to the output of the oscillator and to deactivate
the output of the diff amp connected to N3. The OSC signal
is driven high to enable the ring oscillator to toggle, limited
by the gate leakage current through the pMOS devices. To
stress the oxide devices, node N2 is driven through a series
resistive gate leakage divider formed by M1 and M2, while N3
is driven to a stress voltage VSTRESS and N1 is tied to ground.
In this case, N2 is held to a nominal voltage which is half of
the applied voltage at N3. Since an increase in leakage in one
pMOS device (M1/M2) leads to an increased voltage drop in
the other (M2/M1), both M1 and M2 suffer approximately
same degradation and hence the voltage at node N2 remains
fairly constant with time.
The scheme of two gate oxides in a stack is essential to isolate

node N2 from spurious source/drain diffusion currents. During
measurement, node N2 is driven solely by the gate leakage of
M1/M2. In the 130-nm technology in which this circuit is imple-
mented, subthreshold current is much larger than gate leakage,
eliminating the possibility of any source/drain connected tran-
sistors at node N2. In newer technologies, it may be possible
to reduce subthreshold leakage current below gate leakage cur-
rent levels by using appropriate circuit techniques (e.g., super
cutoff devices). In this case, the use of two stacked MOS de-
vices is obviated, simplifying the sensor design and making it
more robust. An important design constraint is the amount of
current transistor M3 can source to the oxide stack once the
oxides start to degrade. If the stress voltage is held constant
throughout the stress period, the gate leakage will increase grad-
ually and eventually rise dramatically upon hard breakdown.
But for practical sizes of M3 (same current sourcing capability
as typical core devices), the degradation might become self-lim-
iting once the gate-current increases beyond a certain limit. Sim-
ilar trend would be observed in core devices due to limited cur-
rent sourcing capabilities. This allows better matching between
the degradation characteristics of the sensor and core devices.
Complete oxide breakdown was therefore not anticipated in the

Fig. 13. (a) Oxide degradation sensor results showing relative frequency shift
after 56 hour stress period. (b) Oxide degradation sensor output for three sensors
at a given stress condition.

Fig. 14. Intra-die and inter-die distribution of initial gate leakage frequency.

experimental results due to self-limiting nature of the gate-oxide
degradation.

B. Experimental Results

The test chip contains 144 oxide degradation sensors ar-
ranged in an array structure with four banks. Each bank of
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Fig. 15. Oxide degradation sensor: Cumulative initial oscillation frequency
distribution across dies, providing a measure of process-induced gate leakage
variability (pre-stress).

Fig. 16. Chip-microphotograph.

sensors contains between 16 and 32 oxide degradation sensors,
which are individually addressable for measurement using a
20-bit counter. The nominal gate oxide thickness for standard
devices is 2.2 nm.
The oxide sensor is 150 m and consumes 469.5 W during

stress mode and 14.03 W during measurement mode. To ac-
celerate oxide degradation for data collection, ambient temper-
atures from 130 C–175 C and voltages between 5–6
V are applied to achieve a stress voltage of 2.5–3 V across each
pMOS device. Typical results from 56-h stress tests with 2.5
V across each oxide and 130 C show a sharp initial rise in
oscillator frequency followed by a steady increase, ultimately
exhibiting 19% average degradation with a range of observed
results between 5%–40% [see Fig. 13(a) and (b)]. The intra-die
and inter-die distribution of initial sensor frequency is shown in
Fig. 14 and Table II. The sensor frequency is linearly propor-
tional to gate-leakage. The mean of the gate-leakage is fairly
consistent across dies but the spread and the outliers vary from
chip to chip, for example for die three Max/Min leakage
whereas for die seven it is . The global distribution is sim-
ilar to intra-die variation. A detailed global distribution of sensor
frequency is shown in Fig. 15. Since gate-leakage is exponen-
tially dependent on gate-oxide thickness, the distribution has an
extending tail towards sensors with higher gate-leakage.

TABLE II
INTER-DIE STATISTICS OF INITIAL GATE-LEAKAGE FREQUENCY

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents two compact in situ NBTI and oxide
degradation sensors with digital outputs. Due to their small
size and simple frequency outputs they are amenable for use in
standard cell-based designs. The sensors enable high-volume
data collection and the monitoring of chip reliability throughout
system lifetime. The degradation data supplied by these sensors
also aids in understanding and modeling the complex degra-
dation mechanisms. For example, results from a test chip in
130-nm CMOS provide new insight concerning the statistical
nature of NBTI and gate oxide degradation, the impact of
electric field on NBTI recovery, and the relationship between
initial and NBTI-induced shift.
The oxide degradation sensor 150 m monitors the change

in gate leakage with degradation and is the first of its kind to
be proposed. The NBTI sensor 308 m is based on a sub-
threshold ring oscillator concept and is 110 smaller than pre-
vious work. We propose a simple calibration method to process
the sensor output data. We observed a maximum error of 2.2%
for the NBTI sensor under process/voltage/temperature varia-
tions, yielding measurements with accuracy of 1.23
mV from 40 C–110 C.
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